STATOS Thematic Workshop 2018
Graph Signal Processing

Friday, September 7, 2018
Rome (right after EUSIPCO)

Featuring a program packed with cutting-edge in-depth 1-hour plenaries by world-class experts in graph learning and signal processing over graphs.

A rare opportunity to listen, learn and interact with experts in an intense half-day workshop.

EUSIPCO runs until noon on Friday Sep. 7; STATOS will continue right afterwards in the same venue. Stay overnight for a grand finale – and avoid the outgoing crowd Friday night too.

Workshop webpage: http://www.statos2018.org

Keynote Speakers

Sergio Barbarossa
Sapienza University

Gonzalo Mateos
Univ. of Rochester

Dimitri Van De Ville
University of Geneva

Vincent Gripon
IMT-Atlantique